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SPECIAL PURPOSE UNMANNED RIFLE
On October 11, 2021, SWORD Defense Systems unveiled the Special Purpose
Unmanned Rifle (SPUR) at the annual meeting of the Association of the United
States Army Trade Show & Exhibition, in Washington, D.C.
The SPUR version released is a product of a partnership between SWORD
Defense Systems and Ghost Robotics. Intended specifically for military
applications, the SPUR is a series of versatile, multi-caliber, remote-operated
systems designed to be affixed to a variety of air, ground, maritime, and static
platforms used by the armed forces. The Ghost Robotics Vision-60 was
selected for its unmatched maneuverability over difficult terrain and
enhanced adaptive articulation for stable targeting.
The unveiling of the SPUR garnered international attention; televised reports,
news articles, internet forums, social media, and message boards. Opinions
expressed have varied from excitement to apprehension over the practicality
and ethics of developing future remote platforms. SWORD is considerate of a
myriad of debates that arise from the buzz words of Artificial Intelligence and
autonomy.
Most importantly, the SPUR is required to be operated by a trained service member, utilizing a ground control station linked via a
secured wireless connection that exceeds military encryption standards. This interface allows a service member to chamber, clear,
fire, and safe the platform from a protected distance while maintaining reliable control. Software and hardware safeties exist to
ensure trustworthiness of the system and to restrict function without direct operator involvement.
The SPUR MOD 0 uses the 6.5 Creedmoor caliber, intended for precision fire engagements. The MOD 0 supports a variety of combat
applications from force protection to first entry - the riskiest to the lives of our service members. With precision engagement at up
to 1200 meters, the SPUR touts a cutting-edge day and night sensor package that allows the operator to view their adaptive reticle
accurately for both close and distant targets.
The interoperability of SPUR offers agnostic integration across many base platforms. This versatility allows the service member to
modularly attach and detach the system quick and easily. Common interfaces allow for secure IP network connections, to support
encrypted links to a military approved ground control station. As the SPUR cannot engage any actions without a human-in-theloop, it has been designed with strict adherence to policies set forth by the U.S. Government. The SPUR was designed by
warfighters, for warfighters, and is not intended for commercial applications.
SWORD: Special Warfare Operations Research and Development is comprised of US Special Operations Veterans who have extensive
real-world combat experience amassed from various campaigns during The Global War on Terror. SWORD integrates cutting-edge
technologies to innovate the future of warfare by designing systems that increase the survivability of our service-members.
For additional information, please refer to www.SWORDdefense.com. Please make further inquiries to SPUR@sworddefense.com

